
 

 

Case Study: - Amazon PPC 

Challenge 

Clients came to us with a range of Amazon PPC management difficulties. Among them were poor search 

term management, bids, insufficient campaign strategy, and other considerations. Due to a lack of 

knowledge, the client was having difficulty maintaining a respectable ROAS and was incurring excessive 

costs through their ads. 

Solution 

• First, we checked the buy box eligible items and made those product seo friendly with better 

optimization. 

• Using the helium 10 tool, created a list of high-density search terms and applied final targeting to the 

product backend. 

• Analyzed an old campaign that was overspending and identified a list of phrases where we were 

overspending. 

• For any keywords that were generating a lot of expenditure, we added them to negative targeting or 

paused them to reduce the amount of money spent on PPC. 

• Targeted all the branded products via brand targeting campaigns. Also run product targeting and 

sponsored ads (manual/automatic) 

• Begin with an ideal budget and gradually increase or lower it based on campaign performance and 

demand. 

• Daily tracked ppc activities and take appropriate action for the running bids as per the daily session of 

impression, clicks & spend. 

• Applied best strategy for exact, phrase and broad match type. 

• Generated search term history report from automatic campaign and used most relevant keywords in 

manual targeting. 

• Analyzed competitors on Amazon for same category and apply product targeting for more PO’s and 

product clicks. 

Result 

Ultimately, we helped client manage good amount of ROAS and lower down his ACOS, turned massive 

Impression through our campaign strategy. 

Following is the result of client campaign:

1. Total Spend for last one year - $20,983.78 
2. Total Sales for last one year - $177,370.29 
3. ACOS % - 11.83% 

4. Clicks - 31080 
5. Impressions - 7,893,449 
6. Optimizing campaigns on daily basis - 224 

 



 

 

 


